Environmental Inspection Service

Samuel Harreschou works for the Environmental Inspection Service, an environmental consulting company based out of Santa Monica and soon to be expanding into Berkeley. Mr. Harreschou is looking to hire a UCLA undergraduate student who is either graduating this semester or at minimum has junior standing for the following position:

- Environmental Consultant Trainee
- Assist in lead/asbestos/radon surveys on residential and commercial properties throughout the Bay Area
- We will provide funding for State certifications including:
  - Radon measurement technician (RMT)
  - Lead sampling technician (LST)
  - Certified Site Surveillance Technician (CSST for asbestos)
- Upward mobility within the company
- 20 to 30 hours per week
- Starting at $15 per hour (wage goes up with increased training and responsibilities)
- Strong interpersonal skills are a must since he/she will be interfacing directly with clients while present on their properties
- Looking for a rising junior through senior or recent graduate from any STEM discipline
- Car ownership is a plus
- Starting approximately June 1
- If interested, email resume to Murray Harreschou (President) at murray.inspect@gmail.com